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Why is Customer Experience so Important?

75% 
of consumers 

expect a consistent 
experience

86% 
are willing to 

pay more for a 
better experience

By 2020, customer 
experience will overtake 
product and price as the 
number 1 key brand 

differentiator 

World wide – 50% of 
organisations are 

redirecting investments 
to customer experience 

innovations

When the experience is 
great – customers will 

recommend

Sources: Gartner, Forrester, Salesforce, Econsultancy, Super Office

Businesses with the 
consumer at the heart of 
decisions are twice as 
likely to exceed their 

targets



92% of consumers 
trust recommendations 
over all other forms of 

advertising
Source: Webbed Feet

93% of global travelers 
say their booking 

decisions are impacted 
by online reviews

Source: Trip Barometer

2019

Why is Customer Experience so Important?

1999



But many businesses still make 
decisions from an inside-out 
perspective. We need to change that. 



Queensland’s Experience Framework

Natural EncountersReef, Islands, Beaches Lifestyle , Culture & People EventsAdventure & Discovery

• Great Barrier Reef 

• Islands

• Beaches

• Diving and Snorkelling

• Sailing 

• Natural Landscapes

• Wildlife Experiences

• Marine Life Experiences 

• Adventure Experiences 

• Dinosaurs and 
Fossicking

• Theme Parks

• Journeys

• Food and Beverage

• Indigenous Experiences  

• Outback and Country 
Life

• Local Characters

• City Experiences 

• Participation Events

• Food and Beverage 
Events

• Music Events

• Festivals

• Arts and Culture Events

• Spectator Sports 

Hero Experiences

Best of Queensland Experiences

Experience Pillars

EventsTourism Products Iconic Locations



Inside-out perspective
_

Supply

Travelling with children 18-49 travelling without children 50+ travelling without children

Outside-in perspective

Demand

Queensland’s Experience Framework 

TEQ’s target segments 
High Value Travellers 

Tourism and Events Queensland 



Customer Experience Ecosystem 
Customers, employees and the operating environment



Tourism Ecosystem 



Working collectively 



A Customer Led Tourism Industry 



Personas 



• Semi-fictional characters created to represent different 
target segments

• Detailed representation of your customer based on real 
data 

• Described as real people with a name, job, their key 
behaviours, attitudes, motivations and goals 

Personas are:



• Focus on a 
person, not 
a product 

• Establish 
priorities

• Create 
empathy

Personas are used to:



• Today’s consumers expect personalisation 

• If we try to target everyone – we are too broad 

• Personas help us to relate to customers in order to 
tailor marketing creative, content and execution to 
meet the needs of our customers

• Helps everyone to be on the same page, align common 
goals and ensures consistency 

Why? 



Jess

‘Holidays are all about escaping the daily routine and getting 
away as a family.’

High Value Traveler 
Travelling with Children

Personal Quote

Age 39

Gender Female

Household income $125,000

Work situation Part time

Family situation Husband Mike and two 
children: 11 yr old daughter 
and 7 yr old son

Residential environment Sydney outer suburbs

Biography

Jess works part time as a social worker at a hospital, she 
loves going to the beach – and so does her family. They go 
on holidays once a year. They have such busy lives in their 
normal routine so it’s important to take time out together. 
Jess and her husband want to expose their children to new 
things and create new memories, but also want the ease, 
safety and comfort of going back to where they’ve already 
been. Her husband is a chef, so sometimes they combine 
him travelling for work with leisure time for the entire 
family.

Travel goals Behaviours 

• Creating family memories

• Escaping and relaxing - getting away from normal routine and the 
busy city life

• Find a balance between doing things I know we'll enjoy and 
exposing our kids to new things they haven't experienced

• Get back to nature to slow down and de-stress

• Re-energise

• To avoid the kids and us being disappointed, we sometimes visit the 
same places just because we know what we're getting there

• We usually go on one big holiday per year for 2-3 weeks and a few 
smaller long weekend holidays

• We plan holidays 3-6 months in advance

• We only book flights and accommodation. We wait until we get 
there to book activities, to see how the kids are feeling

• We like to escape the winter and go somewhere warm

• We want the kids to play a role in the planning, so we ask them 
where they want to go on holidays

• The kids love the beach and water activities, no matter what age 
they are – so that’s what we look for

Pain points Information sources and channels 

• Our holiday destinations and experiences are constrained to the 
needs of our children

• Unexpected delays

• One week of holiday in Australia recently cost us the same as 3 
weeks of holiday in SE Asia at the same accommodation conditions

• We went for a road trip on Great Ocean Drive a year ago to bond 
the family, but long distances in the car got the kids really bored

• Personal recommendations from friends and family

• Travel services - airline and accommodation booking websites

• Google and other search engines

• Social Media from dreaming through to experiencing and sharing

• Locals and other visitors' advice once we are at the destination for 
all additional activities during our stay

• We all like cycling so we explore specialised blogs to discover cycling 
opportunities at our destination

Travel needs

• Safety and comfort

• Knowing that they are close to hospitals

• Variety and diversity of activities

• Kids to be happy



We then use this persona to map the 
customer journey to get an outside-in 
perspective of our customers’ 
interactions with TEQ channels as well 
as other elements of the Tourism 
Ecosystem 



Customer 
Journey Mapping 



Can take different shapes and forms 



Customer Journey Maps are used to: 

Step into customer’s 
shoes 

Show opportunities for 
improvement 

Touch on every aspect



• Customers expect a connected and seamless brand experience 

• A map helps reveal issues with siloes across our business or 
industry 

• Shows the gaps between the desired customer experience –
their expectations and what is actually received

• Highlights development priorities

• Allows us to concentrate efforts and expenditure on what 
matters most to maximise effectiveness

Why? 









Tourism and 
Events 
Queensland 
Customer 
Journey Mapping 



Stages of Travel – the Path to Purchase

Dreaming Planning Booking Experiencing
Share and 

recommend

TA/TEQ RTOs Event/tourism operator          Trade             Councils 

SharingBookingPlanningDreaming Experiencing



The Best of Queensland 
Experiences Program 

Guide industry to deliver exceptional customer experiences 
across Queensland, which will lead to positive word of mouth 

and an increase in visitation, OVE and market share.



Basic Customer Journey Map 

Dreaming Planning Booking Experiencing
Share and 

recommend

73% of millennials 
check social media 
of an operator. 1 in 

3 are put off if 
there’s no channel  

Consumers expect 
to book everything 

online, quickly, 
easily and securely

Destination 
Awareness 

Delivering great Customer Experiences 

RTO Membership 
Active and Engaging 

Social Media presence 
Online booking Accreditation 

Delivery of an exceptional 
experience – positive reviews 

Businesses need 
sustainable business 
practices in place to 

deliver a great experience 
to their customers 

Great experiences = great 
reviews = more visitors 



The Best of Queensland Experiences Program 

Criteria Points

Consistent delivery of an exceptional experience, based on 
positive customer reviews (ReviewPro GRI) 

60

Website with secure online booking platform 15

Active and engaging social media presence 15

RTO membership 5

Accreditation 5

Total 100

Operators require 80 points out of 100 to be identified as a Best of 

Queensland Experience 



Operator Benefits

Best of Queensland Experiences receive:

1. Consumer advocacy by delivering exceptional experiences 
2. Inclusion in BOQE preferred operator database accessed by TEQ staff
3. Prioritisation in TEQ marketing and activity

All operators receive an individual report providing valuable 
insights on how to improve the delivery of customer 

experiences to drive business performance



• teq.queensland.com/bestofqldexperiences

More information 



Dreaming Planning Booking Experiencing
Share and 

recommend

• I’m tired of making school lunches, 
juggling work and everything at home –
school terms are so long!

• I can’t wait for our break to get away  
• Stressed, financial struggles, dreading 

the complexity of organising travel

• Excited to go somewhere warm for the 
winter

• Anxious to make sure we get the right 
place over school holidays 

• Rushed and frustrated – life is so busy – I 
don’t have time to plan too much and it’s 
not easy to find the information I need

• Excited to book and share the plans 
with the family

• Anticipation for the holiday to come 

• Confident – I’ve been here before 
• Stressed – I want to make sure everything goes well
• Trepidation for flights and transfers
• Exhausted already!
• Excited and inspired 
• Torn between what I can do vs what I can’t

• Exhausted but happy 
• Sad, but re-energised to be back to a 

routine
• Proud of my experiences 
• Nostalgic and happy 
• Celebration ‘I did it!’

• I scream at the kids too much – I need 
a break and to reconnect. 

• Where will the family be happy –
somewhere to escape the city with a 
beach and water activities for the kids I 
wonder if grandparents could come

• Is it kid friendly? Is it safe? Will it be 
crowded?

• What will I need to pack? 
• I don’t want to put my children in 

vacation care – they need a break with us. 

• What do I need to book in advance?–
how can I book flights and 
accommodation quickly and easily so it 
doesn’t take too much time

• I want to make sure I book where 
there are options to go to places close

• Where should we go/what should we do/what is safe? 
• Where’s the closest nappy change table? 
• What are the kids rooms like and is there a space for 

them to play?
• Do they have age/height restrictions for different 

experiences?

• We must plan our next trip!
• I want to be sensitive to what I share 

– I don’t want to be sheen as ‘showy’ 
or expose my kids privacy 

• How many more years until I get to 
go on my own holiday?

• Talk to the family about where they 
would like to go on holidays 

• Ask my friends about their holidays 
• Take notice of my social media channels 

and any specials advertised

• We plan holidays 3-6 months in advance
• Ask the family where we should stay
• The kids love the beach and water 

activities, no matter what age they are -
so that's what we look for

• Look for airfare specials 

• Book flights directly through the airline 
website

• Book accommodation through 
booking.com or airbnb

• I won’t book any activities or tours 
before we go because it’s easier to 
wait until I’m there and see how the 
kids are feeling

• Travel agent (for big holidays)

• Packing challenges
• Google, plan and book the best family friendly 

activities and restaurants
• Ask for recommendations 
• Ensure we keep snacks packed for the kids 
• Find a park so the kids can run around
• Go for walks, be immersed in nature
• Spend lots of time at the beach/in the pool
• Eat good food 

• Look at souvenirs and photos 
• Tell other families about my trip 
• Share photos on Facebook
• Send pictures through to my friends 

and work colleagues 

• Friends posting their holiday plans on 
social media 

• Rain outside – versus sunny weather 
forecast in QLD 

• Reviews on TripAdvisor
• Blogs, flight specials, accommodation 

deals 

• So many options of accommodation to 
book and different flight options 

• TripAdvisor reviews, Friends pictures 
on social media

• Something new and exciting for the kids
• The room is a mess already after just arriving and 

unpacking! 
• Safety zones for swimming
• Beaches, nature, other families, locals

• Kids are still excited about what they 
experienced – I see them telling their 
friends

• My friends and family engaging with 
my content – likes and comments

• Go on a holiday that will give us some 
family time 

• Go somewhere with some sun to escape 
the cold winter

• Medical attention / Access
• Some options where kids are welcome, 

maybe babysitting options for a couple of 
days / nights

• Mini kitchen - and bathing facilities

• Safety and comfort
• Knowing that they are close to 

hospitals
• Kids clubs / babysitting
• Equipment – cots etc

• Flexible transport options 
• Lots of space
• Internet connection for ongoing planning 
• Adequate food to replenish energy 
• Peace and quite for parents to de-stress
• Variety and diversity of experiences 
• Child and parent friendly activities

• Time to rest up
• Easily sharable itineraries and details 

• Re-energise, reconnect with 
family/partner

• learn something new
• Exercise, no cooking, do something with 

the whole family (grandparents + kids)

• Find balance between doing things I know 
we'll enjoy and exposing our kids to new 
things they haven't experienced

• Balance of family time and memories, and 
parents time to unwind

• I want to make the right decision for 
Accommodation and travel 
arrangements

• Everyone is safe, happy and has a great time
• Enjoy some time relaxing/reading a book
• Creating lifelong memories
• Learning something new 
• Avoid phones/digital devices

• Sharing our wonderful family 
memories 

• There are so many places that we want 
to go, how can I begin to compare and 
decide?

• Our holiday destinations and experiences 
are constrained to the needs of our 
children

• We went for a road trip on Great Ocean 
Drive a year ago to bond the family, but 
long distances in the car got the kids 
really bored

• Accommodation / Experiences selling 
out too quickly

• Holiday becoming to cost too much 
money

• Unsure where the best / safest part of 
the town is to stay in

• Unexpected delays
• Accommodation not being child friendly/no 

facilities/equipment
• Having to go in and out of the car because things 

aren’t close by 
• Destination and experiences don’t meet our 

expectations 
• Unexpected costs 

• Planning a new trip with limited 
budget and time off

• Going back to work is unappealing
• Our next holiday is a year away now!
• Itinerary sharing – how do I share my 

holiday with friends in an easy way? 

Jess Williams
Traveling with Children



Destination Customer Journey



Identify our 
customer

Consider how 
to surprise 
and delight

Create a 
journey map 

Resolve 
problems 
quickly 

What can you do?

Alleviate pain 
points



Thank You

Web
Corporate: teq.queensland.com
Consumer: queensland.com
Blog: blog.queensland.com

Social
Facebook: facebook.com/visitqueensland
Twitter Corporate: @teqld
Twitter Consumer: @queensland, #thisisqueensland
Instagram: @queensland, #thisisqueensland
YouTube: youtube.com/queensland

eNews
teq.queensland.com/subscribe


